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INTRODUCTION 

A Study of Guerrilla V/arfare and Insurgency is the 

result of this author's long-time interest in the problems 

of development, especially the basic causes of violence 

during the processes of change. In order to better under

stand the relationship of change and violence, the work 

takes a general approach to the topic of insurgency. The 

work is not intended to be a specific, detailed survey of 

a particular insurgency movement, but is designed as an 

overviev7, so that a fev7 elements common to various insur

gency movements might be investigated. 

This v7ork concentrates upon some essential ingredi

ents of insurgency and is designed to examine and to describe 

some of these elements. This paper does not s.ttempt to Ipy 

down a fixed list of specific criteria but looks at various 

factors which seem to contribute to the phenomena of 

insurgency. 

It is hoped that this paper promotes a better over

all understanding of the nature of insurgency. In keeping 

V7ith the idea of promoting understanding and the need for 

this understanding, some sug-yestions are set forth as to 

what the more developed nations, especially the United States, 

can do to meet the challenges presented by insurgency. 



Research for A Study of Guerrilla W:̂ rfare and Insur

gency was accomplis'ied in a variety of V7ays. Much of the 

basic work was done in the Summer of I966 V7hile this author 

was on active duty attending a resident course at the United 

States Army John F. Kennedy Center for Special V/arfare, Fort 

Bragg, North Carolina. Experience as a Special Forces Officer 

also helped this author in a greater understanding and com

prehension of the topic as a vjhole. 
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CHAPTER I 

THE DEVELOPING WORLD 

The Republic of Vietnam is a small nation, only 

slightly larger than the states of Georgia or Florida. Yet, 

within that Southeast Asian nation is occurring a power strug

gle that may well determine the political futures of the 

remaining nations of Southeast Asia. Within Vietnam is occur

ring one of the nev7est phenomena of international politics--

insurgency. 

Insurgency is a condition of subversive political 

activity, revolt, or insurrection against a duly constituted 

government, wherein irregular forces are formed and engage in 

actions that are designed to weaken and overthrow that govern

ment.^ The military tactics of insurgency are those of the 

sniper, the ambush, and the raid. Its political tactics are 

terror, extortion, and assassination. 

In considering insurgency as a factor in today's 

modernizing world, one must begin viith the nature of the 

environment in which today's v7orld exists. 

The international scene is likened unto a "super-

society" in V7hich states play the basic role of actors. In 

Fundamentals of Insurgency Novements (Fort Bragg, 
North Carolina: U."^. Arniy Special V/arfare School, I963), 
p. 1. 



society, actors are in continual interaction with other 

actors. Each actor is working to satisfy his own needs or 

desires; therefore, conflict of interest within the society 

is an easily predicted end result. The process by which 

these conflicts of interest are resolved is knov7n as poli

tics. Thus, through politics, or a political system., actors 

may interact in order to realize their specific goals."" 

Therefore, a foreign policy of any state consists of a 

society's political attempt to realize on the international 

plane certain conditions vihich it conceives as good. Foreign 

policy, then, is based upon value Judgements made by the 

state concerning its relationship to the international scene. 

It is this value basis of foreign policy that makes conflict 

resolution so difficult. 

The foreign policy of a state is determined largely 

by the social values controlling the society at large (i.e., 

what the society conceives as "good"--for the citizens, the 

society, the state, etc.). It is the task of the state 

through its foreign policy to maximize its value Judgements 

on the international scene. Foreign policy thus may be con

sidered purposeful even though based upon irrational grounds 

(the value judgem̂ ents of a state concerning the international 

environmental conditions). 

The development of a national interest--the general, 

long-term purpose which the state, the nation, and the 

^Seymour Martin Lipset, Political Nan (Garden City, 
New York: Doubleday & Company, Inc. , T963) , "pp. 1-2̂ -. 



government see themselves as serving—is the first step in 

formulating a foreign policy. The nature of a state's effort 

in foreign policy is governed by the predominant viev7 of the 

national interest. Foreign policy decisions are therefore 

aimed toward national "objectives," that is, the situations 

or conditions that the state considers as being most in its 

national interest. National objectives differ, however, 

from national '*goals" in that a goal represents the ultimate, 

or best conceivable situation for the state, whereas an 

objective is the closest obtainable approximation to the goal. 

A nation's generalized foreign policy is considered in terms 

of goals, whereas concrete action occurring in a foreign 

policy context is directed toward objectives. Thus the task 

of the policy-maker is to ensure that the action in any for

eign policy situation occurs in the most favorable position 

for the state. State policy attempts to get all it can of 

what it vrants.^ 

Warfare once served as a political tool for the advance 

ment of a state's foreign policy. In today's modern society, 

hov7ever, where gradually each nation is beginning to possess 

enough technological might to veto any international decision, 

war has become a "dangerous toy," Total war on a mass scale 

could not hope to be advantageous to any society--for it 

would destroy all societies. Unconventional or "guerrilla" 

^Charles 0. Lerche, Jr. and Abdul A. Said, Concepts 
of International Politics (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey!* 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1963), pp. I-233, 



warfare, however, incites no nuclear retaliation—it can 

produce quick results at lov7 cost. 

The underdeveloped world is going through a great 

revolutionary process—a modern social revolution. Old 

societies are changing their ways in order to maintain, or 

in some cases, create a personality on the international 

scene while bringing to their peoples the benefits of modern 

technology. This revolution of modernization touches every 

aspect of the traditional life: economic, social, and polit

ical. A new relationship to the outside world is created. 

The modern social revolution is not v7ithout its diffi

culties, however. Individuals are torn between a traditional 

way of life and the benefits of modern life; the power of old 

social groups is reduced--pov7er moves toward the groups v7ho 

possess the modern technological developments, including 

modern weapons. 

The underlying causes of the modern social revolution 

can be found in the social-econoraic-political dislocations 
k 

which affect the power struotuî es V7ithin societies. The 

whole of society will have strains created within by the 

phenomena of modernization. Change V7ill occur because the 

traditional methods of doing things cannot meet the challenge 

presented by modernization. These traditional characteris

tics are deeply rooted within a society and when they are 

subjected to change, or are replaced, strain is bound to be 

T2ie Modern Social Revolution (Fort Gordon, Georgia: 
U. S. Army "cTv'il̂ Affairs "Ŝ chool, 1.96'̂ )̂ , PP. 2-5. 



placed upon the society. Passage of time is perhaps the 

only solution to the difficulties of modernization--time 

for new generations to succeed old generations, each succes

sive generation finding the new V7ays of doing things more 

familiar and more acceptable. 

It appears that the underlying requirement for moderni

zation in a traditional society lies in the modernization of 

attitudes--in a commitment by the society to modernize.^ 

Resistance to the modernization of attitudes can be found in 

various sectors of the society-~in its very structure, in its 

politics, and in its economic processes. 

In the social structure of the system, meii must trans

form themselves into a form compatible V7ith modern ways of 

functioning. The traditional ruling hierarchies resist this 

change for fear of losing vested interest3--these hierarchies 

are rooted deep in agricultural and traditional bases, \lhen 

the position of the ruling elite is disturbed, tensions are 

bound to be placed on the system. 

The nev7 elite V7hich presents itself to replace the 

old hierarchy usually consists of these individuals whose 

status flows from active political activity, not from inher

ited positions. There is hardly a leader in any of the newly 

emergent nations who did not serve at least some time in a 

Jail of a former colonial master. 

^"The Transitional Process in Emerging Nations," Now 
Djimensiojis in the Cold^War, ed. Richard M. Leighton and Ralph 
Sanders",' (V/a'shlTigton',' D. C. : Industrial College of the Armed 
Forces, I963), X)^. 29-36. 

file:///lhen
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With the emergence of a new elite, the focus of 

political and social povfer flows from the rural sectors to 

the urban sectors, reflecting the change from an agrarian-

based elite. Political development v;ill have to contend V7ith 

many vestiges of the former traditional ways, V7ith a lack of 

trained individuals, V7ith illiteracy, and V7ith the multitude 

of difficulties normally associated with development. 

To understand these forces and their effects, one 

must clearly understand the historical developments and inter

national forces which condition today's world. 

The industrial revolution in the latter part of the 

nineteenth century was a major conditioning force for today's 

world. The birth of the factory system and the introduction 

of mass production combined with the other complex of changes 

associated V7ith the industrial revolution literally changed 

the face of the world. Class structures and economic struc

tures had to shift from an agrarian base to an industrial 

base in order to survive. 

In order to progress economically, the society must 

produce more than is consumed. Saving must be sufficiently 

large to cause the economy to grov; faster than the popula

tion increase so "that an upward trend in growth will be pos

sible. In order to outstrip population grovrth, trained men, 

capital, and the application of science and technology to 

economic life are necessary. The society must invest the 

surplus difference (betvreen what is produced and what is 
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consumed) in productive investments, not in monuments, in 

wars, or in high living standards for a few. 

Industrialization is perhaps the key to development 

for the underdeveloped. As an example, industrialization 

has increased in Brazil during the last two decades; this 

industrialization has brought both advantages and disadvan

tages. Industrialization has served to further the gap 

between the relatively rich and advanced states (San Paulo, 

Rio de Janeiro, Guanabara, Ninas Gerais, Rio Grande do Sul, 

and Parana) and the remainder of Brazil. Industrialization 

has also caused difficulty in the balance of payments problem 

and in the problem of inflation. The government, hox"7ever, 

has hesitated in instituting controls for fear of slowing 

the progress of economic development. 

Thus, industrialization, which is a prime element in 

Rostov?'s "take-off" stage of development,7 can bring not only 

modernization, but also socio-economic strains. The political 

system has had tensions placed upon it by industrialization. 

World War I keynoted the breakdown and disintegration 

of the nineteenth century structure of international order. 

The colonial empires of the pre-191^ v7orld order were broken 

up and the Systemic Revolution had begun. 

The Systemic Revolution is the term used to denote 

the process of change occurring as a result of the breakup 

^Ronald M. Schneider, "Interim Regime in Brazil," 
Current History, Vol. ̂ 9, No. 292, (December, 1965), T)^. 
3^9-355. 

'̂ W. W. Rostow, The ...Stâ iĝ ŝ of Economic Growth (New 
York: Cambridge University Press,~T9^], vp] ^-9." 
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of the nineteenth century institutions. The old systems have 

passed and today's world is marked by the emergence of new 

rival systems, each of which is striving for a different 

form of order. This point V7as emphasized in Protracted 

Conflict: 

But the world has changed. The balance of 
power maintained for so long by the European powers 
and European rule over Asia and Africa has been over
turned. The systemic world revolution of our times 
exceeds in magnitude and velocity the revolution which 
attended the breakdovrn of the feudal system and the 
emergence of the nation-state. Now, the courses of 
action we should pursue are not so readily discernible 
as they once were. Communism did not plant the seeds 
of the new revolution . , . , But the Communists are 
now bidding for the leadership of this revolution.^ 

This systemic competition lies at the heart of the 

Cold War. The old v7orld order has been torn apart and the 

construction of a new world order has not been completed. 

Instead, there are the intense ideological, political, and 

military rivalries of the Cold War, The world is thus in 

an environment of extreme tension V7here war is more dangerous 

and peace more unstable. As Barbara Ward notes: 

One part of mankind has undergone the revolutions of 
modernization • . , . But most of the rest of mankind 
has yet to achieve any of the revolutions; they are 
caught off balance before the great movement of eco
nomic and social momentum can be launched. Their old 
traditional world is dying. The new radical v7orld is 
not yet born.^ 

°Robert Strausz-Hupe et al, , Prjô tractj_d_Conflixt 
(New York: Harper and Row, Publishers, l^E^'), pp.""i2'0-121, 

^Barbara V/ard, The Rich Nations and the Poor Nations 
(New York: V/, V/, Norton and Company, T952) , p, 3S, "" 
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In this environment of systemic competition, there 

are several critical factors at work which have great influ

ence upon the international situation. 

The industrial revolution greatly accelerated the 

development of technology, V7hich in turn has influenced 

every nation on earth. This revolution of technology has 

brought changes in the social forces V7hich are present in 

the developing nations of the v7orld. 

The advent of mass communication is an important 

ingredient of the technological revolution. People are 

learning that there is something better in life—that they 

do not have to be poor. People are being exposed to new 

ideas and new products. People are learning that they do 

not have to remain poverty-stricken; depressed peoples are 

beginning to believe that something can be done to uplift 

their standards of living. 

Oftentimes the new ideas introduced will modify or 

destroy the belief systems V7hich have been engrained into 

societies by their traditional cultures. Dr. Ralph Sanders, 

member of the faculty of the Industrial College of the Armed 

Forces, has stated; 

, , . millions throughout the world are experiencing 
a breakdown in the traditional patterns of life. This 
aspect is extremely important. They seek to build 
modern, preferably industrial, nations out of societies 
distrustful of the vvorld, ground in poverty, and wrapped 
in rigid and oppressive social hierarchies . . . . But 
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this very modernization, by destroying old v<<lues and 
generating new expectations, inevitably breeds trouble.!^ 

There is a direct challenge to the traditional value systems 

which produces a fundamental social unrest within the society. 

This social unrest is bolstered by the fact that the peoples 

learn of modernization and desire its benefits long before 

actual economic development is possible. The difference in 

time betv7een the introduction of the desire for improvement 

and the time at which improvement may be obtained causes 

unstable conditions—the conditions found in the under

developed and/or emergent nations today. 

Populations become dissatisfied V7ith a condition by 

being aware of another condition V7ith V7hich to compare. In 

the emergent nations, the awareness of other conditions V7as 

developed through contact V7ith the m.odern nations of the 

West. The people compared their situation V7ith that of the 

West and became dissatisfied. They began to desire and to 

expect the fruits of Western modernization--these desires 

are knov7n as the "Revolution of Rising Expectations," 

This Revolution of Rising Expectations has led emerg

ing peoples to desire modernization. In order to modernize, 

the traditional conditions which have heretofore retarded 

progress are greatly altered. The m.odernization process 

requires the abandoning of a known way of life for a new, 

alien way of life. Much tension and anxiety is hereby produced. 

Dr, Ralph Sanders, Introduction to Counterinsi-.r-
gency (V/ashington, D. C. : Industrial College of the Armed 
Forces, I963), p. 8. 
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There are several reasons for rising expectations; 

these reasons are valid for many of the emergent nations.H 

Modern V7ars have been an important factor in developing the 

Revolution of Rising Expectations. During World War II, 

modern military machines moved through many of the transi

tional societies with more than military consequences. The 

apparent unending stream of men and supplies through the 

backward nations surely opened the eyes of the natives in 

these areas. 

Another effect of modern war which is extremely 

important is the defeat of the Russians by the Japanese in 

1905* In addition, the Japanese sweep through Southeast Asia 

in the early 19^0's is also notable. These happenings had a 

great deal to do with the elimination of the myth of "white 

supremacy" that had long existed in the colonial world. 

Modern communications have been the carrier of the 

Revolution of Rising Expectations also. Electronic communi

cation media have brought up-to-date information to the areas 

which were formerly isolated from the influences of the out

side v7orld. The mass media have also served as propaganda 

media for the outside powers to influence the vulnerable 

societies within the emergent lands. An example of this type 

of influence V7ould be the numerous radio programs beamed at 

Brazil from the island of Cuba--programs containing the 

11 
The Insurgenc:^_Problem (Fort Bragg, North Carolina: 

U. S. Army Special'V/a7fare" School, I965), pp. 12-15. 
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message of revolt, and of violence, as the only means for 

achieving the desires of the people. 

Communism has been a definite agent in developing 

the Revolution of Rising Expectations throughout the world. 

The U.S.S.R. has held itself as an example of what can be 

done within a short period of time. 

Colonialism has been a factor which has served to 

bolster rising expectations. Colonialism is something that 

is thought of as inherently bad; however, this is not com

pletely accurate. Colonialism brought racial discrimination, 

favoritism of selected m-inorities, political control from 

abroad, and economic dependence, but there are also favorable 

factors which can be associated V7ith colonialism. The colo

nial pov7ers brought ideas of change to the areas they were 

exploiting. The importance of colonialism to the understand

ing of insurgency movements is that it forced the developing 

lands into contact V7ith the more developed countries of the 

v7orld; and it spread the awareness that there is something 

better, that people do not have to be poor. Colonialism 

has been a prime force for change in the developing v7orld. 

Nationalism is a force for change which cannot be 

overlooked. Examples of nationalism can be seen throughout 

the v7orld-"in The Congo, in Panama, in Vietnam. It is a 

force which is sweeping the "Third VJorld" in the 20th Cen

tury much as it sv7ept the remainder of the world in the last 

century. 
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The combination of modern V7ars, modern communications, 

communism, colonialism, nationalism, and numerous other 

forces has created not only rising expectations, but also 

rising demands upon the governmental systems in the nations 

concerned. Further, these expectations and demands are not 

necessarily based on fact or reason; oftentimes they have 

no more base than belief and emotion. Thus are the problems 

that must be met by the nev7 leadership structures in the 

developing nations. The combination of revolutionary changes 

and the resulting instability these changes produce may in 

themselves cause insurgencies. 



CHAPTER II 

COITOITIONS FOR REVOLT 

In the consideration of the conditions which provide 

an environment for revolt, a historical perspective, and the 

political, economic, sociological, and psychological roots of 

insurgency V7ill be noted in order to give context to the cri-

terion of insurgency. 

Guerrilla V7arfare has been slov7 to gain its rightful 

place among the arts of V7ar. Guerrilla V7arfare has existed 

as a strategic military operation since the Peninsular V/a.r 

against Napoleon (1808 - 181^), but it did not come into its 

ovjn until V/orld VJar II, when partisan activities proved its 

capability for destroying the enemy. Recent successes of 

Communist guerrillas in the Far East further emphasize the 

importance of guerrilla V7arfare. Over one hundred years ago 

Karl Marx said: 

A nation, fighting for its liberty, ought not to adhere 
rigidly to the accepted rules of warfare. Mass upris
ings, revolutionary methods, guerrilla bands every
where . . . . By their use, a vreaker force can overccriie 
its stronger and better organized opponent. 

^££P-^i^JY^ t^i'£?^ ̂ -L-iP^l^gency in A1 geTIs^ (Fort 
Bragg, North" CaroiTna: U. S'. Army Special V/arf'are "School, 
196^1), pp. 9-1^. 

Introduction to Guerrllla_J;,'arTar£ (Fort Bragg, 
North Carolina": 'u~ 3'."73;m"y Special V/arfare School, I06I), 
p. 1. 

16 
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Guerrilla V7arfare has existed as a military potential 

for a long time. In the Peninsular War in Spain, Spanish 

guerrillas harrassed Napoleon's troops to the extent of com

pletely demoralizing them. Through such acts as raiding 

supply lines, carrying out ambushes, and killing stragglers 

who were hapless enough to fall behind the main French forces, 

the guerrillas proved their value. The Duke of Wellington, 

upon his invasion of the Iberian Peninsula with English troops, 

continued to supply the guerrillas, enabling them to better 

conduct resistance. Because of this rear-area threat, Napoleon 

V7as forced to divert 50,000 front-line troops to guard his 

supply lines. ̂  The Peninsular V/ar is an excellent example of 

guerrilla warfare: A sponsoring power providing support to 

unconventional forces operating behind enemy lines, vjho, v7ork-

ing in conjunction with conventional military operations, are 

able to assist in bringing defeat to a conventional force. 

In American history, both the Revolutionary V/ar and 

the Civil V/ar produced their guerrilla leaders. Brigadier-

General Francis Marion, "The Swamp Fox," led a band of volun

teers v7ho terrorized the British in South Carolina. By util

izing surprise as a guerrilla capability and the sv7amps as an 

ally, he V7as able to raid British positions almost at will and 

then escape his pursuers in the suramps. During the Civil V/ar, 

John S. Mosby, whom legend has dubbed "The Grey Ghost," com

manded a band of Confederate raiders which operated in Virginia 

^Ibid., p. 3. 
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behind Federal lines. General Grant said of his foe: 

There were probably but few men in the South who could 
have commanded successfully a separate detachment, in 
the rear of an opposing army so near the border of 
hostilities, as long as Mosby did without losing his 
entire command.'^ 

Some forty years later, similar tactics V7ere used 

by Aguinaldo in the Philippine War of 1899 - 1902.^ In more 

modern tim.es the French Maquis played a large part in helping 

the Allied Forces drive the Nazis out of France. Supported 

by the British Special Operations Executive and the United 

States Office of Strategic Services, underground groups were 

able to contribute greatly to the defeat of the occupying 

German Army. General Eisenhov7er credits the activities of 

the 150,000 Maquis against the Germans as equalling the 

strength of fifteen infantry divisions.^ An even later 

example is the V7arfare waged in the Jungles of Malaĵ a by the 

British. The Communist terrorists v7ould raid villages, 

pov7er-plants, and police posts during the nights; dissolve 

into the Jungle; and remain hidden there during the day. By 

using the guerrillas' own tactics against them, the British 

were able to stop most of the guerrilla activity.*^ 

^Ibid., p. k. 

^Leland D. Baldwin, The Stream of American History 
(Nev7 York: American Book Company, 193?), ?'• ̂ "c. 

Introduction to Guerrilla^ Warfare , p. ^•, 

^Selected Readings on Guerrilia. V/arfare (Fort Eann 1 nr, 
Georgia: U. S. Army'"Infantry School, 1962]', "pp. 2'V-32. 

http://tim.es
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The concept of the "Vulnerable Society" is important 

in a consideration of insurgency, for this type of society 

provides the basic environment for the emergence of an insur

gency movem.ent. What are the characteristics of a so-called 

vulnerable society? 

Vulnerable societies have been cut loose from the 

traditional moorings of the past and have not yet arrived at 

a modernized stage of development; these are the societies 

which are in transition and V7hich present the most likely 

environment for insurgency. 

These transitional societies are often out of balance, 

and thus can provide no equilibrium as a base for stability. 

A primary imbala.nce within the society lies in the area of 

economics. 

The most obvious trait of economic imbalance is poverty--

poverty that is beyond the understanding of the average Ameri

can. The emerging nations are the lands of the peasant, the 

rural population existing on a subsistence living. These 

individuals have no concept of economic planning, and little 

is saved, for all that is produced is required to maintain 

life. 

One of the reasons that poverty has grown worse over 

the past century is the population explosion, another factor 

to which the nevrly-developing world is being subjected. It 

appears that population is growing the fastest in those areas 

where wealth is increasing the slowest. As Jean Bourgeois-

Pichat, the Director of the Institut National d'itudes 
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Demographiques in Paris, states: 

V/hat does economic development signify in human terins? 
It means that part of the workers in a country devote 
their time not to producing consumer goods but to 
creating the m.eans of production. This fraction of the 
population cannot be very large, for new means of VTO-
duction must not be developed too rapidly: there would 
be insufficient man-power to utilize them. Increased 
productivity based on existing facilities faces the 
same obstacle. Therefore, it would appear that the 
annual economic growth rate is incapable of exceeding 
5 or 6 per cent; over a long period of time, an average 
rate of 3 or k per cent is most likely. Per capita 
growth is equal to the difference between the rate of 
economic growth and the rate of demographic growth. 
Once the two rates are of the same order of magnitude, 
economic development is endangered, if not made impos
sible. This is precisely what has been happening during 
the last twenty years in those developing areas vrhere 
the task of promoting economic development has been 
assumed." 

Poverty is only one of the evidences of economic 

imbalance in developing nations. Additional factors v7ould be 

inequitable distribution of income and land, a narrow indus

trial base, dependence upon agriculture, non-economic goals, 

lack of planning, a vzeak scientific base, and, of course, 

an all-encompassing influence of traditional conservatism. 

Another characteristic of a vulnerable society exists 

in the imbalance created by illiteracy and the lack of a 

middle class. There are only the elite and the poor in the 

vulnerable society; there are few middle class values held by 

the populace. The elite are educated; the poor are not. No 

real dem^ocracy can hope to exist where the new media are 

something only for the elite. A modernized, hig-hly industrial 

o 

Jean Bourgeois-Pichat, "Population Grov7th and Devel-
opment," Internationa1 Cone11iat gon, No. 55^i (January, 1966) , 
p. 11. 
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society requires a broad educational base within the society 

in V7hich it exists. The problem of illiteracy thus leads 

directly to other imbalances V7ithin the society. 

Illiteracy creates an imbalance within the political 

system in a transitional society. The nev7ly independent 

nations usually have a complete lack of political sophisti

cation. Crude governmental organization and a shortage of 

trained leaders are characteristic of the transitional nation. 

Along V7ith the lack of sophistication is the lack of stability 

within the system. Corruption in government is commonplace. 

These problems, and others, are the type of difficulties 

faced in the emerging nations in the realm of politics. 

Psychological change is also an important force 

which should be noted in a consideration of the character

istics of a vulnerable society. This area of psychological 

change involves the phenomena of the "Revolution of Rising 

Expectations," vjhich has already been discussed. 

One can see that the problems faced by the transi

tional societies are interrelated and cannot be taken sepa

rately; the difficulties must be considered in context V7ith 

one another. One cannot say that the problems of transi

tional nations are due to one or two things, for these 

difficulties are the result of a large combination of factors 

and circumstances. 

When a significant portion of the population becomes 

dissatisfied with the prevailing conditions in a nation, a 

primary criteria for a cause of insurgency is met. Th3 
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papulation is dissatisfied with conditions and is willing to 

support an insurgent movement--civilian support is essen

tial for an insurgent movement to survive and achieve success. 

The civilian support may take the form of providing 

supplies and reinforcements to the insurgent forces, or it 

may take the form of apathy and denial of information to 

counterinsurgency forces. All the modern insurgency move

ments that have succeeded have had civilian support—Communist 

China, Indo-China, Algeria, and Cuba, All insurgent movements 

that did not have this support have failed—the Philippines, 

Malaya, and Greece,^ 

Another criterion for the creation of an insurgency 

movement is that there be an integrated political and mili

tary leadership to organize the insurgents and give them 

purpose and direction. This direction consists of guidance 

from the highest levels, insuring coordination among the 

participants for the achievement of common objectives. As 

Peter Paret and John V/. Shy have noted: 

It is to be noted that modern revolutionary movements, 
be they Communist, Fascist, or simply nationalist, 
have all-ays clearly understood the need to integrate 
political and military leadership in their combat 
units , , • . Among the most extreme solutions has 
been that of the Algerian rebels v7hose tactical forma
tions down to the section have a politico-military 
comm.ander, who is assisted by a staff of three subor
dinates responsible for political afjfairs , military 
affairs, liaison and intelligence,-'-0 

^Fundamental Ingred. l̂ ents of Insurgency (Fort Gordon, 
Affairs School, 19o^) , p. H . Georgia: U, S. Army Civil Af 

•̂ P̂eter Paret and John W. Shy, Giî rrilLgs .In _the 
15_6̂ 's (New York: Frederick A. Pi-aeger, Inc., l^Z'zf, 
pp. 21-22, 
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The following chart shows a typical command structure of an 

insurgent region. ̂ ^ This particular organization V7as util

ized by Algerian insurgents, but it is typical of the type 

of organization employed by insurgent groups in many parts 

of the world. 

REGION 

Colonel 

Major Major Major 
(Political Affairs) (Liaison & Intelligence) (Military Affairs) 

ZOl^ 

Captain 

Lieutenant Lieutenant Lieutenant 
(Political Affairs) (Liaison & Intelligence) (Military Affairs) 

DISTRICT 

2nd Lieutenant 

Cadet Cadet Cadet 
(Political Affairs) (Liaison Sc Intelligence) (Military Affairs) 

SECTOR 

Sergeant-MaJor 

Sergeant Sergeant Sergeant 
(Political Affairs) (Liaison & Intelligence) (Military Affairs) 

Chart 1.--Politico-Military Structures 

V/hen a significant portion of the population is dis

satisfied with the prevailing conditions, has no legal viay to 

^^Ibid., p. 23. 
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express these dissatisfactions, and is provided with leader

ship, then insurgency movements may emerge. 

The following diagram graphically displays the essen

tial elements of insurgency. The vulnerable society is the 

base upon V7hich insurgency rests; popular discontent emerges 

from this base; vihen direction is given to this discontent, 

an insurgency movement may emerge. 

Chart 2.-"Essentials of Insurgency 

It is not possible to foresee which particular condi' 

tion will ignite the revolutionary flanie--it may be or.e or 

any combination of conditions. Since World V/ar II, there 
1 2 

have been noted several primary causes for insurgency," 

1 ? 
Fundamental I n g r e d i e n t s of Insur.ccency, p , ^ , 
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In the Philippines, the desire for relief from 

oppression and elimination of governmental corruption was a 

cause. In French Indo-China the desire to eliminate foreign 

exploitation was the primary cause. The desire for national 

independence V7as the cause in Algeria, In Latin America 

the primary cause of revolutions has been the desire for 

economic and social improvement. These factors have been 

the causes of insurgency movements in the past--and they may 

become causes of insurgencies again, 

V/eak transitional governments that are likely to be 

found during the modernization process are highly vulnerable 

to subversion—-governments such as are found today in the 

majority of the underdeveloped nations. In these transi

tional conditions which have developed m.ay be found causes 

for dissatisfaction. 

Unemployme>it may be widespread, causing hardships 

even upon skilled v7orkers v7hose training cannot be utilized. 

Widespread poverty may be present as a result of a 

nation's striving for quick industrialization. Poverty is 

a common cause of dissatisfaction. 

Dependence upon foreigners m.ay be another source of 

dissatisfaction. The population may look upon foreign invest

ment as simply foreign exploitation. 

Another dissatisfaction can be found in nations V7here 

there is no effective method of changing the political leader

ship. Often in emergent nations, the political system has not 

developed far enough to provide for the peaceful changing of 
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leadership—and violent action is often the result of such 

situations. 

Dissatisfactions may result from sheer frustration— 

people desire a better life, and when they cannot better 

themselves, they become frustrated; and a frustrated man is 

a man in revolt V7ith himself. 

Frustration results if a government is unable to 

close the gap between the hopes of the people and their 

actual conditions. This frustration leads directly to popu

lar discontent, which may be considered a basic requirement 

for the emergence of an insurgent movement. 

Underlying the causes for dissatisfaction are the 

social forces which shape and control the society at large. 

The basis for conflict lies in the dislocation of these 

social forces, V7hich causes disruption in the social struc

ture of the nation. 

Any force V7hich causes an imbalance V7ithin the social 

system may be referred to as a dysfunction V7ithin the system 

(viewing society as a functionally integrated system). In 

order to relieve a condition of dysfunction which exists 

V7ithin the system, social change must take place. When 

change does not occur through non-violent means, then often

times violent means are resorted to by the people as a way 

of satisfying the demand which they have placed upon the 

government--demands V7hich the government has not satisfied. 

Insurgency movements break out not in the process of 

social change itself, but when this change is blocked by 
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som.e force within the society; the traditional ruling elite 

are perhaps the most obvious resistence social change 

encounters. 

The process of social change, V7hile not being the 

actual cause of insurgency, may create the conditions within 

which an insurgency movement may emerge. Social change, 

because of its very nature, causes disruptions within the 

existing traditional social structure of a nation. These 

disruptions themselves create a favorable atmosphere for 

insurgency. 

A fundamental cause for the disruption of the tradi

tional structure lies in the way people earn their livings. 

As a v7hole, people in underdeveloped nations depend upon 

agriculture for their needs—and modernization requires indus

trialization. People going from a rural, agrarian-based life 

to an urban, industrial-based form of life must put aside 

traditional V7ays of doing things and acquire new skills. A 

sense of rootlessness is produced-- the individual has no 

traditional psychological sym.bols viith V7hich to identify. 

Because of the shift from an agrarian to an industrial 

base of life, other dislocative social forces are created. 

Modernization causes a simple viay of life to be replaced by 

a complex V7ay of life. Training is required to operate modern 

technological toolc of development--m.en must change their 

outlook toward life in order to succeed in an industrial 

society. Men have learned that they are not victims of their 

envirom;ients, but rather that they can rianipulate the 
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environment for their benefit. Governmental policies of 

emergent nations must reflect this understandlng--for a gov

ernment that disregards modernization, thereby preventing 

progress, will surely be replaced. 

Broad societal discontent is only latent action, it 

is not moving action. In order for insurgency to emerge 

from this discontent, the energies and emotions must be 

channeled--direction must be given to the feelings that exist 

V7ithin the environment. Thus direction is another basic 

requirement for the emergence of an insurgent movement. 

Direction consists of essentially four thirgs: 

emotional focus, control, support, and leadership.^^ 

How is broad popular discontent focused and trans

formed into a social movement? Emotional focus consists of 

tv7o aspects. The first is a positive rallying cry around 

V7hich the population can be gathered. Examples of such 

rallying cries are "Land for the Landless" and "Equal Jus

tice for All," used in the Philippines, and the cry of "Inde

pendence," used in China and Algeria. Another aspect of 

emotional focus involves the loss of confidence in govern

ment. If the people's faith in their government can be 

destroyed, a prime gain has been made by the elements desir

ing an insurgency movement to form. 

Once an insurgent movem-ent is formed, it iai;&t be 

closely controlled if it is to be successful against the 

-̂ N̂ >ture of the Insurgency Problem (Fort Bra .̂p;, 
North Caro3-lna : U~. S. Army" Special Warfare School, 196^), 
pp. 32-30. 
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great odds it faces. Strict discipline must be enforced; 

guerrillas cannot afford the luxury of being lax or sloppy 

in their actions. High morale and esprit de corps must be 

preserved in order that the personnel will not lose their 

desire to fight against highly uneven odds. There must be 

unity of effort among the various groups favoring the insur

gent cause so that no effort will be wasted or duplicated. 

Finally, a physical organization must be established which 

will suit the individual requirements of the particular 

insurgent movement. The chart of the typical comjiiand struc

ture of a region shov7s the extent to V7hich organization must 

refine itself. 

Support is an essential factor in maintaining the 

insurgent movement V7hich is formed through emotional focus 

and control through the insurgent pattern of the popular 

discontent. The insurgent movement cannot exist vzithout 

physical support in the form of recruits; logistics, to 

include funds, food, shelter, etc; intelligence information; 

and the moral support of a large part of the population con

cerned, 

Masses of men do not rebel, no matter hov7 great the 

discontent; led masses can rebel, hov7ever. All revolutionary 

movements, present and past, have had a strong leadership 

element. Leadership provides the indispensible function of 

crystallizing the insurgent movement and providing the rally

ing cry for the movement. Leadership provides the basis for 
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organization, motivates the insurgents, and serves as a 

symbol of authority to the insurgent personnel. The leader

ship verbalizes the dissatisfactions of the people and offers 

the vision of something better to counterbalance the people's 

loss of confidence in the government and its authority. 

The sources of leadership can be many and varied,^^ 

Leadership can com.e from any stratum of the society and from 

any group from within the society. Historically, frustrated 

intellectuals and members of the intelligencia have played 

important parts in insurgent movements. The m̂ otives of such 

insurgent leaders as Makarious, Grivas, Kenyatta, Mao Tse-tung, 

and Castro have included hate, greed, frustration, idealism, 

and other factors. It must be noted, hov7ever, that the V7ill 

to possess pov7er is a characteristic which is more often than 

not found to be a part of each of the leaders of a successful 

insurgent movement. 

Insurgencies begin to form when dissatisfaction-

occurs am;ong highly motivated persons who possess no way of 

legally furthering their causes. The attitudes of these 

strongly motivated individuals gradually spread through 

their associates, and groups are formed. These groups 

mature and begin to conduct covert irregular activities. 

Characteristically, the scope of irregular activities pro

gresses in this order: passive objection, indlvicuna]. 

1 U 

•̂  Brian Crozier, The Rebels (New York: Frederick A. 
Praeger, Inc., i960). 
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expression of opposition, minor sabotage, major sabotage, 

individual violent action, and organized violent action.^^ 

The follov7ing chart. Spectrum of Actions Against 

Constituted Governments, shows the increase in violent 

actions by the insurgents.^° The intensity of action 

increases as the capabilities and strength of the insurgen' 

movement increase. 

Subversion 

Expressions Strikes 
of 

disapproval Demonstra
tions 

Infiltra
tion 

Sabotage 

Civil dis
obedience 

Insurgency Civil war 

Terror Guerrilla Mobile Conventional, 
V7arfare V7arfare positional 

V7arfare 
Urban 
uprisings 

Coups 
"d''̂  e'tat 

Chart 3.—Spect3.-um of Actions Against Constituted Governments 

Insurgency is the result of the unstable conditions 

found in many nations of today's world. There is no easy or 

obvious answer to why an individual becomes a rebel; there 

may be as many reasons as there are rebels. It is not diffi

cult to determine somie of the basic underlying reasons behind 

insurgency movements, however. 

^ ̂ FuncKime^nta]^ Iji^'i;^^ ijl̂ .̂ A. ?.£ _?I}?,y-̂IS.?.-l̂v{» P • 23. 

^ % r . Ralph Sariders, 2̂ trô dj/iCt_5̂ on t̂ q̂ Coinitê jĵ ^̂  
(V/ashington, D. C. : Industrial College "of" the Armed Force's, 
1963), p. 15. 
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In Africa, Latin America, and Southeast Asia, the 

introduction of modern technology is forcing old cultures to 

change. These changes are similar to the changes that a 

large portion of Western Europe underwent during the early 

days of industrialism. The human plight that occurred during 

the Industrial Revolution in the mining, the steel, and the 

textile industries is typical of the patterns now evident in 

many nev7 nations. In these emergent nations an environment 

favoring insurgency is created. 



CHAPTER III 

THE WAR OF MAO TSE-TUNG 

In the study of insurgency or revolutionary warfare, 

it is essential to look deeper than surface appearances in 

order to learn the true nature of the animal. By consider

ing the Chinese Commiinist Revolution and the model it pre

sents to revolutionists the world over, it is hoped that a 

better understanding of V7hat Mao Tse-tung has called "Pro

tracted V/ar" can be obtained. 

A study of the Chinese Communist Revolution is a 

study of the Revolutionary War of Mao Tse-tung. This chapter 

is a study of the strategic and tactical concepts used by 

Mao Tse-tung, 

Mao's concepts of revolutionary war were designed to 

suit the peculiarities of the environment which was present 

in China in the 1930's and 19^0's. In Strategic Problems of 

£llî ?̂__?̂ Ĵ iĵ ':̂ x̂P̂ H?lY.J"[?JI» '̂'"̂"̂  states that "the difference in 

the circumstances of V7ars determines the difference in the 

guiding laws of wars , . , , "•'• In this statement, Mao is 

trying to tell the Chinese people not to follow Soviet ideas 

^Mao Tse-tung, Strategic^ Problems of China's Revo-
ru.tionai^ V/ar (Peking, China: Fofeign'Tangua'ges Press, 
195^-)','p. "57~* 
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of revolution too closely—that it is better to follow 

Chinese methods which are peculiarly suited to China, 

Some of Mao Tse-tung's ideas do have a degree of 

universal applicability, however. An operational framework 

for the conduct of "Revolutionary War" established by Mao 

has elements which seem to apply in various insurgency 

environments. Because of this framework which can be used 

for the conduct of insurgency and because of the success of 

the Chinese Comm.unist insurgency movement, revolutionaries 

the v7orld over have adapted Mao's guidelines to their own 

situations. 

Mao Tse-tung's ideas on insurgency V7ere developed 

over a long period of years of experience in the conduct of 

that type of V7ar, Mao began the formulation of his policies 

in 1927 viith the viriting of his Report of An Investigation 

into the Peasant_ Movement in Hunan, This report was an 

assessment of the revolutionary situation in China. Mao 

pointed out that the base c a strong Chinese Communist Party 

lay in the masses of the Chinese peasants. The plans for 

action offered by Mao Tse-tung are a culmination of all his 

experiences. 

The Chinese Communist Revolution can be divided into 

four main periods: 

1921 - 1927 - Period of the 1st Revolutionary Civil War 
1927 - 1937 - Period of the 2nd Revolutionary Civil War 
1937 - 19^5 - Period of the Ant 1-Japanese Resistance V/ar 
19̂-*'5 - 19^9 - Period of the 3rd Revolutionary Civil V/ar 

Mao Tse-tung, The Selected V/orks of MaoTse_-tun;^ 
(Peking, China: Foreign Languages Press, 195̂ '̂)'," pT 2T. "̂"̂  
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It can be seen that the first 28 years of existence of the 

Chinese Communist Party were devoted to the conduct of war. 

These years provided Mao with the basis for his doctrine of 

Revolutionary Warfare, 

It has been said that Mao Tse-tung did not produce a 

new type of warfare, Mao adapted Lenin's doctrines of tac

tics and party organization to suit the Chinese environment 

in which he was operating. One adaptation made by Mao was 

that he based his revolution on a peasant base instead of 

the industrial proletariat advocated by Marx. Mao's emphasis 

was upon the techniques of guerrilla V7arfare. This emphasis 

upon the guerrilla is perhaps the basic contribution that 

Mao made to Communist doctrine, V/ith this emphasis upon the 

insurgent, Mao laid down prerequisites for success: a Com

munist Party, mass support, a party army, and a strategic 

base of operations,3 

Mao believed that "political povier grov7s out of the 

barrel of a gun," that "war is the continuation of poli

tics; in this sense V7ar is politics and V7ar itself is a 

political action , , . . , "^ and that "v7hen politics has 

3Address by Mr. David Henry, Special V/arfare Orien
tation Course, U. S. Army Special V/arfare School, Fort Bragg, 
North Carolina, August, I966. 

^Mao Tse•-tung, Problems of V/ar and Strategy (Pek 1 ng, 
China: Foreign Languages Press, 196̂ 07, p. l^. 

-̂ Mao Tse-tung, On the Prqtracted War (Peking, China: 
Foreign Languages Press", 1950T7 p.~"̂ 9» 
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developed to a certain stage beyond which it cannot proceed 

by the usual means, war breaks out to sweep away the obsta

cles in its path." Further, Mao states that the military 

objective of war ". . , is sim.ply to preserve oneself and to 

annihilate the enemy. ""̂  By annihilating the enemy, self-

preservation can be accom-plished. The enemy may be anni

hilated by aggressive action, Mao states, "Attack is the 

chief means of annihilating the enemy , , , , To attack is 

directly to annihilate the enemy but at the same time pre-
o 

serve ourselves , , , ," Mao further stresses ", , , the 

basic principle of guerrilla warfare must be one of 

offensive , , , ,"^ 

In order to discuss Mao Tse-tung*s concept of revolu

tionary operations, the strategic estimates he made about 

China must be considered, 

Mao's strategy in China V7as determined by four main 
10 

factors. The first was that China was a vast semi-colonial 

country which was unevenly developed both politically and 

economically. The second characteristic vras the great 

strength of the enemies of the revolution. The third factor 
^Ibid., p, 70. 

"̂ Ibid. , p. 75» 

^Ibid. 

^Mao Tse-tung, Strategic^ Problems in the Anti-
Japanerje Gue rrilla Wa_r; XPe king, Ch ina: Fo re ign Language s 
Press",'195^7^ p. 11'." 

•̂  iXao Tse-tung, Strategic Problems of Chin-̂ 's_ Revo-
_lut_ionary_ V/ar, pp, 3̂ 1—38. " 
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was that the Chinese Communist Army was militarily vreak 

in supplies, in key personnel, and in military knowhow. 

This factor alone prevented a quick victory. The fourth 

factor was that of the elite, the Chinese Communist Party 

of Mao Tse-tung--the source from which the leadership of 

the revolution would come, A consideration of these factors 

led Mao to believe that the only way for the Chinese Com

munists to be successful was through a long V7ar—a protracted 

war, 

Mao's "Protracted War" was to be carried out through 

a three-stage struggle, the climax of which would bring the 

annihilation of the enemy and political success for the 

11 

insurgents. Mobilization of the masses was stressed, as 

were unified command and control and the principle of mass 

(attacking only with concentrated forces at favorable times 

and places). 

One of the most obvious factors in Mao Tse-tung's 

V7ritings is that insurgents miust take all aspects of the 

national scene under consideration V7hen making plaris. The 

plans that insurgents devise must be tailor-made to their 

environment. The insurgent leaders m.ust analyze the mili

tary, political, social, and economic conditions in existence 

and make- their plans accordingly. Flexibility should be the 

keynote of insurgent leaders;' pla.nning--plans and programs 

should be so constructed that they can be altered to conform 

•̂"Mao Tse-tung, On the Protracted V.'ar, pp. '-I-I-56, 
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with changes in the overall situation. Regarding flexi

bility, Mao has stated: 

Flexible employment of forces is more indispensable in 
guerrilla warfare than in regular vrarfare. 

The directors of guerrilla war must understand 
that the flexible employment of forces is the m.ost 
important means of changing the situation between the 
enemy and ourselves and gaining the initiative,^2 

Mao also stresses that one of the most vital points 

in guerrilla warfare is a thorough knowledge of the enemy, 

Mao says that it is mandatory ", , , to familiarize our

selves with all aspects of the enemy's situation as well as 

our ovfn, to discover the laws of the actions of both sides, 

and to take these laws into account in our ov7n actions,"^ 

An insurgent group must analyze its enemy and adapt 

itself to exploit the enemy's every weakness, 

Mao Tse-tung realized that change is an important 

factor in the planning of an insurgent cam.paign, especially 

technological developments in military equipment--that "all 

guiding laws of V7ar develop as history develops and as V7ar 

1^ develops; nothing remains changeless," This statement is 

a realization that the specific tactics of guerrilla V7arfare 

can be affected by v7eapons development, but that vreapons are 

not the decisive factor in vjar. Mao states: 

• • . the theory of "v7eapons decide everything," V7hich 
is a mechanist theory of V7ar, a subjectlvist and one-

1 ? 
•••Mao Tse-tung, Strategic Problems in the Anti-

Japanese Guerrilla War, p, 17. 
^3Mao Tse-tung, Strategic Problems of China's Revo-

lution^ry V/ar, p. 1̂ .̂ 

14 Ibid., p, 6, 
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sided view. In opposition to this view we see not only 
weapons but also human beings. Although important, 
weapons are not the decisive factor in war; it is man 
and not material things that decide the issue,^5 

Mao Tse-tung believes that weapons influence only the tac

tical conduct of guerrilla warfare, not the over-all stra

tegies, goals, and purposes, 

Mao's axiom is being applied in the current Vietnam 

conflict--Oriental patience is being pitted against techno

logical knowhow. An advanced nation may use weapons V7hich 

are superior to those of the insurgent, but these weapons 

serve to change only the tactical aspects of the insurgency 

and not its heart. The insurgency's very nature as a move

ment V7hich incorporates and utilizes the whole of the popu

lace as an instrument of warfare is not easily affected by 

technological development. 

Even nuclear weapons, which possibly represent the 

ultimate v7eapon of scientific man, are seemingly useless 

against a nail and piece of wood buried in a rice paddy. 

The often q\ioted saying, "One cannot swat a fly with a sledge^ 

hammer" appears to contain much truth. The insurgents* pri

mary weapon, usually out of sheer necessity, is the human 

element--the rebel himself. Nuclear vjeapons are built by 

scientific man to kill in his own environment~~to neutralize 

cities, concentrations of individuals and smiliar targets 

which are worth a nuclear v7eapon. Nuclear vieapons targets 

•̂5Mao Tse-tung, On the Protracted War, p. 53* 
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are not often found in an insurgency environment—the nature 

of the struggle calls for weapons of a different nature. 

From Mao's ideas flows a type of warfare which 

involves the society as a whole, Mao Tse-tung's revolu

tionary warfare is a social movement, dependent upon the 

support of the people, and its object is the acquisition of 

political power. 

How are Mao's teachings put into operational prac

tice? As mentioned earlier, Mao believes that revolutionary 

war should be broken down into three phases. In talking about 

the Anti-Japanese war (1937 - 19'4'5) Mao states: 

We can reasonably assume that such a protracted war will 
pass through the following three states. The first 
state is the enemy's strategic offensive and our stra
tegic defensive. The second state is the enemy's stra
tegic defensive and our preparation for the counter-
offensive. The third state is our strategic counter-
offensive and the enemy's strategic retreat.^^ 

A complete analysis of the Anti-Japanese V7ar will 

not be attempted because such a study would involve details 

which are peculiar to China and not to insurgency movements 

in general. At this point it appears that the three stages 

might be applicable to V7ars fought on any portion of the 

globe, Mao Tse-tung's three stages served him V7ell in China--

and these three stages have been adopted by many insurgent 

groups as a vehicle for securing their objectives. The fact 

that these stages have been adopted by various insurgent 

groups seems to indicate their general applicability. 

^^Ibid,, p. t^l. 
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The follov7ing chart shows a breakdown of the stages 

set forth by Mao Tse-tung: 

Stage 

II 

III 

Government 

Offensive 

Stalemate 

Retreat 

Insurgent 

Defensive 

Stalemate 

Counter-
offensive 

Tactics 

Gue r r i l l a warfare 
( i f any) 

Gue r r i l l a warfare; 
mobile V7arfare 

Guer r i l l a warfare ; 
mobile V7arf8re; 
pos i t i ona l V7arfare 

Vic tory 

During the first stage, the insurgent forces will 

have only a scattered, ill-organized, ill-equipped force. The 

main effort during Stage I is that of organization and of 

generating or capitalizing upon popular discontent against 

the government in power. 

Probably one of the most difficult tasks that the 

guerrilla faces is the gaining of popular support. The guer

rilla must win the sympathy of the indigenous population, 

must activate the population against the government in power, 

and must lead the population in a struggle which V7ill obtain 

the insurgents' goals. Popular support for the insurgent is 

mandatory because it is this support by the people which 

allows the insurgent to exist. Without a popular endorsement 

of the insurgents, there would be no source of supply, no 

source of intelligence, and no source of manpower. 

Another task which must be accoaiplished in Stage I 

is the establishment of guerrilla base areas, for as Mao h"-:: 
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stated: ", , , it is impossible to sustain guerrilla V7ar . , , 

without base areas. "̂ "̂  According to Mao, base areas are 

. . . the strategic bases on which a guerrilla war 
relies for carrying out its strategic tasks , , , , 
Without such strategic bases there will be nothing to 
depend on for carrying out all the strategic tasks and ' 
fulfilling all the V7ar objectives , , , , guerrilla war 
could not be maintained and developed for long without 
base areas , . . ."1^ 

. . . 

Specifically, base areas are safe areas in which the 

insurgent force can train and develop. In many instances, 

needed guerrilla industry, such as arsenals, clothing manu

facture, etc., are established in these base areas. 

The guerrillas hold the base areas within their con

trol and often form governments, collect taxes from the 

natives v/ho inhabit the areas, and exercise other forms of 

sovereignty over the areas, 

A base area is not necessarily identifiable from sur

face appearances. For example, government troops may openly 

be in the area during the day, but when nightfall comes, the 

guerrilla is in control. 

In order for a guerrilla base to be established, Mao 

19 presents four conditions which must be satisfied: 

1, There must be sufficient guerrilla forces in 

the area to control it. 

"̂̂ Mao Tse-1ung, Strategic Problems in the__Anti-
Japanese Guerrilla War, p. 29. 

^^Ibid. 

^^Ibid., p. 38. 
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2, The guerrilla forces must coordinate with the 

masses of the people to defeat the enemy, 

3, The population of the base area must be organ

ized to resist the enemy, 

4, The geographic features of the base area must 

allow the guerrilla room to maneuver, 

Mao states that there are three primary areas for 

bases--in the mountains, on the plains, and in the river-

lake-estuary regions.^^ The advantages of a mountain base 

area are obvious, follov7ed by the river-lake-estuary regions, 

with the plains areas being least desirable because of their 

lack of concealment for the guerrillas and because of their 

inherent lack of natural resources upon which the guerrilla 

depends, 

Mao distinguishes guerrilla areas from guerrilla 

base areas, "Areas which are surrounded by the enemy but 

whose central parts are not occupied by him . . . are ready-

made base areas where the guerrilla units can conveniently 

21 develop guerrilla V7arfare." Guerrilla areas, hov7ever, are 

the areas V7hich 

. . . the guerrillas could not completely occupy but 
could only constantly harrass and attack, which were 
recovered by "the guerrillas only when they arrived but 
lost to the puppet regime as soon as they left, and 
which consequently are not yet guerrilla base areas 
but only guerrilla areas.-'^ 

^^Ibld. , x>r>. 30-3^' 

^^Ibid., p. 35. 

22 
"̂ "̂ Ibid. 
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Thus Mao Tse-tung recognized three main types of 

territory in guerrilla warfare. There are guerrilla bases, 

guerrilla areas, and enemy bases. The guerrillas should 

strive to increase the first tv7o areas at the expense of the 

latter. 

In the first stage the military offensive rests with 

the government forces. The insurgents will be on the defen

sive and will work at maintaining and building their weak 

organizations. The government will exert itself against 

the insurgents; and as the insurgents become stronger, the 

government forces will meet more and more opposition. 

When the government ceases a general campaign against 

the insurgent and begins to economize its forces by station

ing them only at vital centers, then Stage II V7ill have been 

reached. The guerrilla can then cease his strategic defen

sive and can begin movement through those areas formerly 

denied to him. Guerrilla warfare will remain the basic form. 

of military operations, but the insurgents V7ill build to the 

point where they are capable of winning larger battles. At 

this point mobile warfare enters the scene and Stage III is 

approached. As Mao Tse-tung has stated: 

. • . our guerrilla will have seized the opportuî .ity to 
develop themselves considerably in the first stage and 
establish many base areas so that [the enemy's] reten
tion of the occupied areas is fundamentally Jeopardized; 
consequently, in the second stage there will be large 
scale fighting. We shall resort mainly to guerrilla 
warfare, supplemented by mobile warfare,^3 

^3Kao Tse-tung, On the Protracted V/ar, pp. 4-3-44, 
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In the third stage, the guerrillas take the initiative 

and carry the battle to the government forces. Larger, posi

tional battles will be fought, and guerrilla warfare will 

play only a supplemental role. The insurgent forces will 

come together in this stage to defeat the government forces 

in regular combat operations. This stage must be carefully 

timed with respect to the existing military situation--if the 

guerrillas enter this stage in a weakened condition, they 

will Jeopardize their position, 

Mao Tse-tung's stages of growth for revolutionary 

warfare may be looked upon as a process of natural growth. 

The development of the revolution over a period of time 

allov7s for a maturation process. During this period the 

Insurgent group can mature from a position of weakness to a 

position of political and military potency, Mao's three-

stage process will buy the necessary time the insurgent 

movement so desparately needs, 

Mao points out that during these stages of protracted 

war it is necessary to carry through certain continuing activ

ities. The primary activity is "extensive and thorough poli

tical mobilization."^^ By this statement Mao m.eans that a 

continuing effort by the insurgents to win the people's 

allegiance must be maintained; "by mobilizing the ccmiaon 

people of the v7hole country, we shall create a vast sea of 
••25 

humanity to drown the enemy in . . . . 

^^Ibid., p. 72. 

25 Ibid. 
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In order to have "political mobilization" of the 

masses, an extensive insurgent propaganda campaign must be 

carried out. The existing real and imaginary dissatis

factions of the masses must be exploited. An insurgent and 

political program V7hich will satisfy these dissatisfactions 

must be devised. This political program must serve to link 

the masses to the ideals and goals of the insurgents. The 

political plan must also serve to organize the people and 

to provide a definite chain of command V7hich can be devel

oped into a governmental structure after hostilities have 

ceased. Thus, Mao presents his plan for obtaining the 

raw material of revolution—people. The keynote of all of 

Mao's planning is to establish a willing popular follow

ing for the insurgents. 

From the strategic perspective, Mao Tse-timg's revo

lutionary warfare may appear simple, but it is not. To obtain 

an understanding of the conflict, one must further investigate 

the techniques employed. 

In Stage I the insurgents create, organize, and train 

their forces; they effect "political mobilization" of the 

populace; they create base areas; and they initiate cam

paigns which their strength will allow. Once the insurgents 

deem their strength sufficient, selected persons from the 

indigenous population will be sent to be trained in a "safe" 

area. In the Anti-Japanese War, Mao advocated that the per

sonnel not taken to train for the regular insurgent force 
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perform tasks V7hich would result in ". , , popular anti-

Japanese organizations formed, the people's armed forces 

developed, and an anti-Japanese political power established,"^^ 

Major organizational efforts begin in Stage I and 

are continual in nature. The organization Mao constructs 

is both civilian and military in character. This organiza

tion will allow the guerrilla commander the flexibility he 

needs in his operations. The organization will mature and 

will provide the nucleus for the insurgent civil adminis

tration. A successful Stage I provides the framework for 

all further revolutionary expansion. 

There is no sudden transition from Stage I to Stage 

II. This change is only observed as an increase in guer

rilla activities due to increased capabilities of the insur

gents. In the transition, larger military actions occur, 

larger guerrilla bases come into existence, and a general 

increase in guerrilla tempo occurs. The capability to 

increase in activity directly indicates that the insurgents 

have gained a large degree of popular support for their 

cause, Mao cautions that Stage II, the period of stalemate, 

V7ill not be a quick or an easy thing; ", , , generally 

speaking, V7e should be prepared to hold out for quite a 

long period so as to come safely through thir- difficult 

27 
stage," ' 

^"Mao Tse-tung, Strategic Problems in the Anti-
Japanese Guerrilla War, p, 35. 

'Mao Tse-tung, On the__Prot7-acted V/ar, p. 45, 
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In Stage I the object V7as to gather strength; the 

objective of Stage II is to conduct a war of attrition or 

a "V7earing down" campaign against the government in power. 

This war of attrition is accomplished primarily through the 

use of guerrilla warfare by the insurgents, Mao points out 

that guerrilla V7arfare is not the decisive form of combat, 

however; ", , , in the V7ar as a whole mobile V7arfare is the 

principal and guerrilla V7arfare the supplementary form, " 

Guerrilla V7ar must develop into mobile warfare, or V7ar 

fought by large groups of conventional, "regular" insurgent 

troops against the conventional forces of the government. 

Mao says that ", , , the strategic role of guerrilla V7arfare 

is twofold: supporting and evolving into regular warfare," ° 

Thus the outcome of the war V7ill be resolved in the final 

stage by conventional forces supported by guerrilla activities. 

Stage II military tactics are characterized by 

offensive actions, and as Mao states, "offenses in guerrilla 

warfare generally take the form of surprise attacks,"-^ In 

further outlining insurgent activities in this stage, Mao 

says that ", , , in guerrilla operations concentration of the 

biggest possible force, secret and swift actions, surprise 

attacks on the enemy and quick decisions in battle are 

?1 required."^ 

^^Ibid., p. 104. ^^Ibid. 

^^Hao Tse-tung, Strategic Problems in the Anti-
Japanese Guerrilla V/ar, p. 10. 

^^Ibid., p. 11. 
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On the strategic level, insurgents have been warned 

not to attempt to win the war in short order or to m.ake a 

quick decision,32 ^^t on the battlefield this warning does 

not apply.33 q^^^^ decisions on the battlefield involve 

engagements which are short and violent in nature. Because 

of the popular support the insurgents will have generated 

by Stage II, they will have the mobility or freedom of move

ment which will allow them to strike when and where they 

desire. The importance of popular support again shows 

itself. 

Increased guerrilla activity will force the govern

ment to either increase its counterinsurgency activities or 

face losing control in many areas of the country. Because 

the government will be unable to know where the guerrilla 

will strike next, government troops V7ill have to be spread 

thin (and face local defeats), or they V7ill have to be 

regrouped around strategic centers. Insurgent activities 

will thus cause the governmient to cease offensive operations 

and to lose the initiative; then the guerrillas gain it. 3^ 

Whenever the government is forced to reduce its area, then 

the insurgents should move in to consolidate these places. 

General Chu Teh has V7ritten a detailed description of these 

liberated areas in the Anti-Japanese war,-̂ -̂  

32lbid,, p, 124, 

33i4ao Tse-tung, On the Protracted War, p, 81. 

3^Ibid., p. 95, 

3^Chu Teh, The Battle Front of the_Liberated Areas 
(Peking: Foreign Languages Press, 19'^2^, 
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Also during Stage II, the insurgent military organi

zation is refined and two primary groups will emerge—the 

regular and the regional troops. The regional troops will 

have the responsibility of conducting military activities 

within their particular areas, V7hereas the regular troops 

will be on call for any area chosen by the guerrilla command. 

The regular troops will be the most highly trained and the 

best equipped troops. The primary reason for this organi

zational procedure is to allow the guerrillas to proceed 

into the final stage of conventional warfare. The insurgents 

are thus setting the stage for the final phase of the revo

lutionary V7ar—the counter-offensive. 

The insurgent leaders must make a careful evaluation 

before entering Stage III, for in this stage the insurgents 

must go to the enemy to fight. Conventional, positional 

battles at the enemy's points of strength are characteris

tic of this stage. Stage III is a direct test of strength 

between the government forces and the forces of the insur

gent. The insurgents will surely be defeated if they attempt 

to enter this stage while they are still weak. The v'hole 

purpose of the three-stage plan is to prepare for the final 

stage. 

Increased guerrilla activity by the insurgent regular 

force, or m.obile war, serves as the transitlonary carrier to 

Stage III. This mobile warfare creates a favorable environ

ment for the positional battles which are to follow. Mobile 

V7arfare causes the government to disperse their forces by 
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increasing military pressures at widely spread points. A 

dispersal of government troops creates a favorable environ

ment for the insurgents' limited forces, m this stage, 

guerrilla warfare is used to supplement the activities of 

the regular forces created by the insurgents. The end 

result is that the government is not able to muster full 

strength because of its dispersion; guerrilla, mobile, and 

positional warfare are simultaneously occurring; and a vic

tory is won over the government forces. 

Mao writes that the regular warfare he visualizes is 

of the "Chinese type," that it is 

. . . regular only in the concentration of forces for 
mobile V7ar and a certain degree of centralization and 
planning in command and organizations, V7hile in other 
aspects it retained a guerrilla and primitive charac
ter . , , , It V7as in a sense only guerrilla warfare 
on a higher level,3" 

It should be remembered that Mao's tactical concepts 

are only the means for obtaining the strategic goal of 

seizing total political pov7er, Mao's doctrine is concerned 

primarily with the linking of the leaders (the insurgents) 

to the masses. It is from a V7illing acceptance of the insur

gent's goals by the masses that the remainder of his theory 

flows, Mao Tse-tung's revolutionary war is not only a mili

tary revolution, it is a social revolution as well, 

Mao states that the principles he puts forth are 

universally applicable, but that his techniques should not 

be automatically copied: 

3'̂ Mao Tse-tung, Problems_of V/ar and Strategy, p. IS. 
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The central task and the highest form of a 
revolution is to seize political power by armed force 
and decide issues by V7ar. This Marxist-Leninist priii-
ciple of revolution holds good universally, in China 
as well as in all other countries. 

It may, hov7ever, be variously applied by the 
proletarian parties according to different circumstances, 3"̂  

In this respect, Mao Tse-tung has offered a blue

print for revolution--a blueprint which has not gone unno

ticed by the insurgents of the world. 

3"̂ Ibid, , p, 1, 



CHAPTER IV 

THE VIET MINH - VIET CONG INSURGENT MOVEMENT 

The Viet Cong insurgent movement in the Republic of 

Vietnam is a direct descendent of the Viet Minh movement 

which was successful against the French in 1954, This chap

ter is designed to give the reader an introduction to the 

Viet Minh insurgent movement and to briefly develop the 

insurgent movement from its beginning to its present state. 

The Viet Minh - Viet Cong insurgent movement has been selected 

for analysis because of the conflict in V7hich the United 

States is currently involved in Vietnam and because this 

movement shov7s in detail the application of the guidelines of 

Mao Tse-tung. 

Some aspects of the insurgent movement, various 

reasons for the defeat of the modern French army, and the 

lessons which can be learned from this defeat will be dis

cussed. Similarities and dissimilarities of the Viet Minh 

and Viet Cong insurgent movements will be considered. Lastly, 

the command structure, the methods of supply and support, and 

the political direction of the Viet Cong movement by the L̂ao_ 

Dong Party of North Vietnam will be considered. 

During V̂ /orld War II, because of a political agree

ment between the Vichy French government and Japan, the 
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Japanese occupation forces in Indochina were able to use 

the French colonial government to administer the country. 

However, when the end of the war was in sight, the Japanese 

interned what was left of the Colonial administration,^ The 

effect of this internment was a disintegration of the myths 

of French superiority and the creation of a power vacuum in 

Indochina, 

Only two days after the French internment, the Bao 

Dai, the traditional Emperor of Annam, proclaimed himself 

emperor of Indochina and with Japanese assistance declared 

the French protectorate at an end,^ The French image in 

Indochina was never to recover from these events,^ 

In the meantime, Ho Chi Minh, an old-line communist, 

prepared for action. Ho Chi Minh had under his command a 

force of 5>000, which had been supported and supplied by the 

American Office of Strategic Services, Only a week before 

the Japanese surrender. Ho Chi Minh called for a general 

uprising in order to enhance his prestige and delay the return 

of the French, When the Japanese surrendered, he proclaimed 

himself President of Free Viet Nam, and Emperor Bao Dai abdi

cated and became an advisor to Ho. 

•̂ G, K, Tanham, Communist Revolu11 onary V/arf8.re 
(London: Methuen & Co., Ltd., 19^2"), p. 3. 

Bernard B. Fall, Street Without Joy (Harrisburg, 
Pennsylvania: The Stackpole Co.", r9oD» ?• "25. 

3lbid., p. 24. 

Tanham, p, 4, 
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Ho Chi Minh was exploiting the power vacuum in which 

he found himself, and the French could do nothing about it. 

Although the war between the Viet MinJi and the French offi

cially began with a Viet Minh attack on Hanoi on December 19, 

1945, the fighting actually began when the French attempted 

to regain the control they had lost to the Japanese and in 

turn to Ho Chi Minh,^ 

To investigate how a modern array was defeated by an 

insurgent movement, some of the factors which created the 

vulnerable environment in which the Viet Minh movement 

emerged will be considered. 

One of the most important factors in the creation of 

any popular movement is the masses. It was from among the 

peasant masses of Tonkin that Ho Chi Minh fashioned his 

insurgent movement, as had Mao Tse-tung created his move

ment among the peasant masses in China, The insurgent move

ments of both Ho Chi Minh and Mao Tse-tung depended upon the 

masses for manpov7er, for supplies, for intelligence, and for 

their very existence. 

The factor of colonialism must be considered,'^ Colo

nialism caused great changes in Vietnamese society, Indo

china was rich in resources and became a target for the 

^Ibid,, p. 6. 

^V. N. Giap, "Inside the Vietminli," The_ Guerrilla and 
How to Fight Him, ed. T, N. Green (New York: Frederick A". 
Praeger, TsGzT^i). 153. 

"̂ Ellen J, Hammer, The Struggle for Indochina (Stan
ford: Stanford University Press, T954),' pp." 5^93." 
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expansion of the economic empire of France. Because of the 

general environment precipitated by colonialism, a strong 

desire to overthrow the exploiters was created; and an 

environment favoring insurgency presented itself. 

Because of their policy of assimilation, the French 

did not recognize the feelings of nationalism among their 

colonial people. Under the policy of assimilation, the 

French attempted to make their colonies completely French 

in outlook and character, for to be French was to be civi

lized. National feelings of the ruled were given no outlet,^ 

Another related defect lay in the French system of 

administration, French officials occupied the higher levels 

of government with almost no native personnel found at these 

levels. However, on the village levels V7here the masses of 

the peasants were located, the traditional ways of govern

ing remained. There V7as a resulting lack of communication 

and coordination between the people and the higher levels of 

government. This V7as a fatal flaw. 

Another factor contributing to the vulnerable society 

found in Indochina was the element of coimuunist influence. 

Whenever one talks of com.m\inism in Southeast Asia, one talks 

of Ho Chi Minh,^ 

Ho Chi Minh V7as an o l d - l i n e comjuunist v7ho V7as a l e a d e r 

of Vietnamese n a t i o n a l i s t s and communists in Southern China, 

^Tanham, p p . 6-7* 

^Br ian C r o z i e r , The_ Rebels (Boston: Becon P r e s s , 
i 9 6 0 ) , pp. 29-34. 
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He was arrested and imprisoned by Chaing Kai Shek, but was 

released in 1943 to resume work in his position as Secre

tary of a United Front Organization, The communist Viet 

Minh had the only real power in this United Front; and 

slowly, but surely, Vo Nguyen Giap, the leader of Ho Chi 

Minh's guerrillas, tightened control over the northern pro

vinces of Vietnam, When Ho Chi Minh called for the general 

uprising a week before the Japanese surrender, he v/as able 

to identify his forces with Vietnamese nationalism and thus 

gain the support of the people. 

Ho Chi Minh, the politician, and Vo Nguyen Giap, his 

military leader, realized that they could not quickly drive 

the French into the sea. The protracted war which Mao 

employed in China became the V7ar of Ho and Giap. As E, L, 

Katzenbach, Jr, remarks: ", . , Among the commujnist Viet-

minh in Indochina , , . Mao's writings were gospel,"^^ 

The protracted war that Ho and Giap followed emploĵ ed 

the three basic phases set forth by Mao Tse-tung, As dis

cussed in the preceding chapter, Mao calls these stages 

(1) Strategic defensive, (2) Strategic stalemate, and 

(3) Strategic counteroffensive. Giap refers to the stages 

as (1) defensive, (2) equilibrium, and (3) offensive. 11 

^^E, L, Katzenbach, Jr, , "Tim.e, Space, and Will: 
The Political-Military Views of Mao Tse-tung," The Guer
rilla and How to Fight Him, ed, T, N. Green (New York: 
Frederick A,* Praeger, 19^2), p, 13. 

•̂ V̂, N, Giap, People 's V/ar, People 's Army (New 
York: Frederick A. Praeger, 19^2), p'. 100. 
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The terminology used is not important, however. The intent 

is the same in both cases. As Katzenbach notes. 

Although Mao never states it quite this way, 
the basic premise of his theory is that political 
mobilization may be substituted for industrial mobili
zation with a successful military outcome. That is to 
say, his fundamental belief is that only those who will 
admit defeat can be defeated. So if the totality of a 
population can be made to resist surrender, this resis
tance can be turned into a war of attrition which will 
eventually and inevitably be victorious.^^ 

Perhaps the best source of information concerning 

this area of the insurgency movement comes from Giap himself: 

Realizing clearly the enemy's strong and V7eak 
points and ours, to cope with the enem.y*s strategic 
scheme, our Party set forth the guiding principle of 
a long-terra Resistance War. Facing an enemy V7ho tem
porarily had the upper hand, our people V7as not able 
to strike swiftly and win swiftly but needed tim.e to 
overcome its shortcomings and increase the enemy's weak 
points. Time was needed, to mobilise, organise and fos
ter the forces of the Resistance, to wear out the enemy 
forces, gradually reverse the balance of forces, turning 
our weakness into strength and concurrently availing 
ourselves of the changes in the International situation 
V7hich was grov7ing more and more advantageous to our 
Resistance, eventually to triumph over the enemy. 

The general law of a long revolutionary V7ar is 
usually to go through three stages: defensive, equili
brium and offensive. Fundamentally, in the main direc
tions, our Resistance V/ar also followed this general 
lav7. Of course, the reality on the battlefields unfolded 
in a more lively and more complicated manner. Imple
menting the guiding principle of a long war, after a 
period of fighting to V7ear out and check the enemy troops, 
we carried out a strategic withdrawal from the cities to 
the countryside in order to preserve our forces and 
defend our rural bases. Following the failure of the 
enemy offensive in Viet Bac, equilibrium gradually came 
into being. V/e decided to launch an extensive guer
rilla V7ar. From 1950 onwards, campaigns of local counter-
offensives V7ere successively opened and we \;on the 

^^Katzenbach, p. 13» 
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initiative on the northern battlefront. T>-- Dien BJen 
wMor^^.if .i"" early 1954 was a big counter-offensive 
which ended the Resistance V/ar with a great victory, ̂ 3 

Giap and Ho Chi Minh began with the sector of the 

populace which did not have a direct link with the govern-

ment in power—the peasants in the villages. Clandestine 

networks were developed in the villages which served to 

mobilize the population to the cause of the insurgent. The 

networks established were essentially comm.and networks 

designed to mobilize the individual villagers. Without this 

mobilization, the insurgents could not hope to be successful, 

Bernard B, Fall aptly describes the importance of popular 

support when he states, ", , , No revolutionary war can be 

won V7ithout at least a measure of popular support,"^ The 

chapter on the techniques of Mao Tse-tung pointed out that 

support of the population is the essential task in Phase I 

of the insurgency m.ovement. General Giap, basing his mili

tary strategy on Mao's, says: 

. . . a peoples V7ar is essentially a peasants war under 
the leadership of the working class , , , . A general 
mobilization of the whole people is neither more nor 
less than the mobilization of the rural masses.-̂ -̂  

George Tanham, a RAND analyst, says that "security 

of the rear" was .the most important of Mao's theories adopted 

by the Viet Minh: "To the Viet Minh 'security of the rear' 

meant that the people of the country had been v7on over to 

^3Giap, People'sj/ar_^eople's Army, pp. 100-101. 

l^Fall, p. 353. 

15Giap, People's_J^/ar\^People's Army, p. 27. 
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the revolutionary cause and that wherever the army operated 

it would receive warm support,"^^ 

Mobilization of the population is not enough. The 

Viet Minh did not move from the mobilization stage directly 

to Dien Bien Phu—the three stages of Mao's revolution were 

followed. In 1951, Giap attempted a premature entry into 

stage three of the protracted war and V7as severly mauled, ̂"̂  

Giap learned from his mistakes and put these lessons to 

use only two years later when he was able to defeat the 

French on their oxm ground at Dien Bien Phu. 

Dien Bien Phu was not as much a military defeat of 

the French as it was the psychological and political defeat. 

Ho Chi Minh and Giap had successfully employed the pro

tracted war. The resolve of the enemy to win had been 

V7eakened; the French morale had been undermined, 

David Shoenbrun, a news correspondent, described the 

Viet Minh tactics when he told of a discussion he had with 

Ho Chi Minh in 1946, In this discussion. Ho Chi Minh des

cribed the war—it would be between the Vietnamese tiger and 

the French elephant; the elephant would eventually bleed to 

death after being repeatedly struck by the tiger,^° 

In 1962 Ho Chi Minh described to Bernard B, Fall 

essentially the same tactics he had described to Mr. Shoenbrun 

^^Tanham, p. 23. "̂̂ Fall, p. xxxvii. 

^^"End of an Empire," Film shown in Special Vfarfare 
Orientation Course at U. S. Armiy Special V/arfare School, Fort 
Bragg, North Carolina, August, 1966. 
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If 
in 1946. Ho said that the United States would tire of the 

conflict, would eventually go home, and at this time South 

Vietnam could fall to North Vietnam.^^ ^he war being fought 

in Vietnam is the war of attrition; the insurgents' purpose 

is not necessarily to win battles but to keep the insurgent 

campaign going sufficiently long to cause the enemy to lose. 

Charles W, Thayer says, ", , , Guerrillas never win wars but 

their adversaries often lose them,"^^ 

One of the prime reasons for the French defeat was 

the failure to react to the tactics of the Viet Minh and to 

counter these tactics with appropriate responses.^^ To the 

French the war was a military venture vjhich could be won by 

conventional military tactics. To the Viet Minh, true to 

the teachings of Mao Tse-tung, the war V7as a gigantic social 

movement in which popular support contained the key. 

The French did not comprehend the Vietnamese feelings 

of nationalism—the French could only conceive of Indochina 

as a part of the French empire. The French could not have 

the support of the population, for there was little that 

the French could do to satisfy the aspirations of Indepen

dence which the Insurgents had fanned to provide a basis 

for mobilization of the masses. 

^^Fall, p. 360. 

20 
Charles V/. Thayer, Guerrilla (New York: Harper S.-

Row, Inc., 1963), p. 23. 
21 
Robert Taber, The_V.'ar of. the Flea (New York: Lyl; 

Stuart, 1965), p. 66. 
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The French defeat was not due to one military victory 

by the Viet Minh, but the result of a whole series of French 

errors epitomized by the Battle of Dien Bien Phu.^^ At Dien 

Bien Phu the French placed themselves in a tactical position 

which was untenable. As Bernard B, Fall says, "the cease

fire negotiated at Geneva on July 20, 1954, all pious criers 

of 'sell out' notwithstanding, was, like that of Panmunjan 

one year earlier, the best obtainable under the circumstances,"^3 

Under the terms of this agreement, the Viet Minh 

received all of Vietnam north of the 17th Parallel, with all 

territory to the south remaining in the hands of the French-

backed puppet government of the Bao-Dai. (The Bao-Dai had 

left Ho Chi Minh and Vietnam, but had been persuaded by the 

24 French to return to head their government,) 

The opposing forces V7ere to return to their respective 

areas. The French had granted independence to North Vietnam, 

and an election was scheduled for 1956 to determine V7hether 

Ho Chi Minh or the Bao-Dai would govern the whole of Vietnam, 

The Bao-Dai had appointed Ngo Dinh Diem as Prime Min

ister and Defense Minister, and it was Diem who ousted the 

emperor and seized the reins of power in South Vietnam, 

Diem, supported by the United States, refused to hold the 

election because all factors were stacked against South 

^^Fall, pp, 307-308, 

^3ibid,, p. 322, 

2 4 1 r-. 1̂  

Hammer, p. 175• 
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Vietnam (i.e., no agency could guarantee the freedom of the 

election in the North, the North had a larger population, 

etc. ). 

Ho Chi Minh began his V7ar with the conquest of all 

of Vietnam as his goal. Militarily he had won the northern 

half, and it seemed assured that he could win the southern 

half via an election. When it was evident that no election 

was to be held. Ho Chi Minh returned to the tactics which 

had proved effective against the French.^^ 

Low-level insurgent activities were begun in the 

South. Fall says. 

Sometime late in 1957, they [viet Minh-Con£| began a 
new terror offensive directed almost entirely against 
the village mayors and administrators, v7ho, in a rural 
country, are the backbone of the government.2^ 

The Viet Minh had been officially disbanded, but its 

political successor, the Lao Dong Party, kept tight control 

over the insurgency movement. The Viet Cong (meaning 

"Vietnamese Communist") movement is a direct successor to 

the Viet Minh movement. The Viet Cong are controlled at 

the highest level by the same people V7ho controlled the Viet 

Minh. ' The target is no longer the French but is now the 

government of the Republic of Vietnam and its American 

supporters. The Viet Cong utilize the same tactics--the 

^•^Thayer, p. 26. 

^^Fall, p. 336, 

"̂̂ Chester A, Bain, "The Viet Cong: Communist Party 
and Cadre," Transition, No. 8 (September, I966), p. 22. 
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popular base, the doctrine of protracted war, and other 

techniques which the Viet Minh found successful. 

The Viet Minh insurgency and the Viet Cong insur

gency are different in several respects. As previously 

mentioned, the target is no longer an outside power with 

colonial aims, but is the Republic of Vietnam and its Ameri

can supporters. Because of this difference in targets, the 

theme of "Independence" is inappropriate; and themes which 

are perhaps less effective rallying cries have to be employed. 

The insurgency in the South does not appear to be 

nearly as well planned as V7as the insurgency in the North.^ 

Large areas in the North (i.e., the Tonkin Area) had been in 

close contact V7ith the Viet Minh for twenty years, V7hereas 

the South generally had not (there are exceptions such as 

the "iron triangle" near Saigon). The Viet Cong have not 

been able to attain the degree of popular support in the 

2Q South that was found in the North. ^ The Viet Cong have 

had to turn to the use of coercion, terror, and related tech

niques to create " . . . the illusion of popular social and 

political front organizations, through which they have imposed 

30 control over a large number of people.-̂  

Because of the methods which the Viet Cong have intro

duced to gain the cooperation of the populace, many persons 

^^Ibid., p. 23. 

^^Ibid., p. 26. 

30ibid., p. 21. 
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support neither side—they wish only to be left alone.3^ 

The government is not met with fanatical support of the Viet 

Cong. Within this environment such activities as government 

civic action projects can meet with success. 

Another difference in the current Vietnam War and 

the earlier conflict is in the objectives of the two con

flicts, France's objective was to return Vietnam to her 

pre-World War II status--this effort could not be concealed. 

The United States, however, has no territorial designs on 

the disputed area. Additionally, the Vietnamese government 

has also gone out of its way to show its independence from 

United States control. The current government of Vietnam 

cannot be compared with the puppet Bao Dai government of the 

French, 

A difference which is very important is that the 

French Army in Indochina was never given total backing by 

the French government. The Third Republic of France X'7as a 

V7eak government that could not unify itself behind the 

policy to which it had found itself committed,^ The cur

rent United States effort presents a great contrast to the 

earlier French effort. 

At this point a brief consideration of the politi

cal apparatus used by the North Vietnam.ese in their activi

ties in South Vietnam would be appropriate. These apparatus 

are the components of the Viet Cong movement. 

3•^Counterinsurgency Planning GigMê  (Fort Brag;?, North 
Carolina: U." 3, Array Special V/arfare School, I966), p. 65, 

3^Crozier, p, 228, 
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The Peoples Revolutionary Party is the political 

organization directing the Viet Cong in the South, The 

Peoples Revolutionary Party is a branch of the Lao Dong 

Party which is the controlling political organization in 

North Vietnam, A Lao Don^ letter dated December 7, 1961, 

explains this relationship: 

. . . the creation of this party is only a matter of 
strategy . . . to deceive the enemy it is necessary 
that the new party be given the outward appearance 
of a division of the [Lao Dong] Party into two and the 
formation of a new party so that the enemy cannot use 
it in his propaganda , , . . The PRP has only the 
appearance of an independent existence. Actually our 
party is nothing but the Lap Dong Party of Vietnam, 
imified from North to South under the direction of the 
Central Executive Committee of the Party, the chief of 
which is President Ho,33 

In addition to the Peoples Revolutionary Party, the 

National Front for the Liberation of South Vietnam was form.ed 

4 34 

in December, 1960,-"̂  It was claimed that this front con

tained representatives from over thirty national associations 

in South Vietnam, In actuality the front V7as a sham designed 

to draw support from non-communist elements of South Vietnam, 

The creation of the Peoples Revolutionary Party and the 

National Liberation Front has been very useful to North Viet

nam, The National Liberation Front has served as a propa

ganda device to gain international recognition. The National 

Liberation Front has also served as a method to control the 

people of South Vietnam through a network of "front" 

organizations, 

33Bain, pp. 22-23. 

3^Ibid., p. 27. 
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The Viet Cong political and military apparatus is 

controlled directly by the Lao Don^ Party of North Vietnam, 

which is led by Ho Chi Minh. The war in South Vietnam could 

never have its present status without the direct support it 

has received from North Vietnam. 

There are several key points which emerge from the 

study of the Viet Minh and Viet Cong insurgency movements. 

By studying, comparing, and contrasting these movements, the 

methodology of insurgency can be observed. The examples show 

no new or extraordinary details—Mao Tse-tung,3^ Giap,3^ and 

Guevara,^^ have all described in detail the phenomena of 

insurgency. 

Using the writings of these revolutionaries and the 

study of the Viet Minh and Viet Cong movements, a few fac

tors about revolutionary V7arfare should be obvious. 

Quick victory is not often possible in an environ-

m.ent of insurgency, for a social movement cannot be turned 

on and off like a water faucet. For example, the insurgent 

movement in Malaya is not dead although it is officially 

ended. Communist terrorists are still somewhat active in 

parts of Malaya, even though the insurgent movement was 

driven back to its initial stages by the British, By being 

-̂̂ Mao Tse-tung, Mao Tse-tung on Guerrilla V/arfare 
(Fort Bragg, North Carolina: U. S. Army 'Special V/arfare 
School, 1961), 

36, Giap, People's War, People's Army. 

^'Che Guevara, Che Guevara on Guerrlll 
(Nev7 York: Frederick A, Pra~eger, Inc. , I96ITT 
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kept in this condition, the insurgent movement presents 

little danger to the government of Malaya.3^ The U. S. 

is now attempting the same type of action in South Vietnam. 

It V7ould be foolhardy to hope for total success to 

be achieved purely by military means. The basic needs and 

demands of the population--the base of the insurgent move

ment—must be met. The French attempted to defeat a guided 

social revolution by military actions alone, and the French 

were defeated. The Viet Minh were fighting not only a mili

tary, but also a political, economic, and psychological 

conflict—and the Viet Minh were successful. 

Successful counterinsurgency operations must be con

ducted in all areas of the insurgent environment. The most 

important element of this environm.ent is the population. 

The factor of popular support is one of the most important 

elements V7hich must be denied the insurgents. Again, the 

French did not tie themselves to the masses, but Ho Chi Minh 

did—and Ho Chi Minh was successful. 

Some of the strengths and some of the V7eaknesses of 

the Viet Minh and Viet Cong insurgency movements are shown. 

Remember that in Mao's Stage I of Strategic Defensive and 

Giap's stage of Defensive, careful preparation of the popu

lation is the prime goal. This population mobilization is 

done in secret by the Insurgents, Once mobilization has 

been accomplished, it is very difficult for the governr̂ ent 

3^Thayer, pp. 104-108. 
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to neutralize this element of insurgent power. The entire 

insurgent movement grows out of a mobilized population base. 

Once an insurgent movement is generated, it can be success

fully countered; but the most effective way to counter an 

insurgency is to prevent its very formation. Needless to 

say, it is too late to apply this axiom to South Vietnam. 

The prevention of an insurgency movement lies in 

attacking its very causes~-the factors which foster an insur

gency V7ithin the population. An insurgent movement is com

pletely dependent upon the population in V7hich it exists. 

If the popular base can be eliminated, the insurgency move

ment V7ill cease to exist. It is tov7ard the elimination of 

the popular base that all counterinsurgent efforts must be 

directed. All efforts—political, social, economic, psycho

logical, and military—must be aimed at destroying the sup

port given to the insurgents by the population. In the last 

analysis, the capturing of the minds and the imaginations 

of the population becom-es the objective of not only the insur

gents, but also the counterinsurgents, 
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CHAPTER V 

THE CHALLENGE OF INSURGENCY 

Nations are now finding themselves in an era of 

great change—and of greater instability--over which they 

seemingly possess little influence. Revolution appears to 

have come into an age of its own. 

Modern revolutions are a hodgepodge of social and 

political upheavals, economic desires and nationalism, con

flicting ideologies, and power struggles between great 

powers. The military concepts of "victory" and "defeat" 

have lost some of their meaning. Massed battles are often 

less important than public opinion—the capture of terri

tory less important than the capture of the minds and imagina

tions of the territories' inhabitants. Insurgent elitist 

leaderships often generate unrest more from nationalist 

ambition than from internal want and oppression. Revolu

tions are no longer strictly internal matters of nations, 

but enter into the international realm.. Revolutions are 

more often than not planned abroad and are often assisted by 

outside powers. Revolutions have become a pavrn in the inter

national, game played by great rival powers v7ho themselves are 

no longer revolutionary in cliaracter. Tnis is the type of 

conflict with which the United S'jates IF becoming rp.ore 

70 
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familiar—a conflict in which the guerrilla, the terrorist, 

the infiltrator, and the propagandist play major roles. 

In preceding chapters, the nature of insurgency V7as 

explored. The key element seemed to be the "Protracted War" 

concept set forth by Mao Tse-tung. Patience is the key to 

the cunning and the appeal of the doctrine of inevitable 

victory. The counterinsurgents cannot propose a quick vic-

tory--the United States cannot "get this thing over with" in 

Vietnam—for this new type of V7ar requires a different set 

of attitudes and outlooks. 

A nation which attempts to halt the inevitable pro

cess of historical change will surely be swamped. V/hat then 

is the United States to do in respect to the nev7 environment 

in which it finds itself operating? Probably the best the 

United States can hope for is to be able to channel the 

forces of change in directions which V7ill be most advan

tageous to the long range goals of the United States. The 

realization that a status quo cannot be preserved in an age 

of change is basic to the future international successes of 

the United States. 

One cannot deny that the revolutionary changes now 

being experienced were in part initially set into motion by 

the modernized nations of the V7estern world. The various anti-

colonial revolutions of Asia and Africa V7ere the result of 

the decline of the European colonial systems. The "revolu

tion of rising expectations" V7as set off by vrestern dissem

ination of nev7 ideas and knov7ledge to the lesser developed 
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nations. The West provided no plan of action to alleviate 

the poverty and backv7ardness of which the developing nations 

had been made aware. The dissatisfaction therein produced 

an explosive revolutionary environment which could be capi

talized upon. It was also the V/estern nations who intro

duced atomic weaponry which made mass V7ars appear to many 

to mean suicidal ventures. The Western world laid the stage 

for the type of V7ar it is now facing. This type of V7ar is 

in part a result of the loss of control over the political, 

economic, and technological changes which the West had itself 

initiated. The hope of channelling these factors set in 

motion seems to present the brightest prospect for the future. 

What then about the emphasis placed upon counter-

insurgency by the United States? Counterinsurgency is a 

double-edged sword. Because of its very nature it can be 

used as a weapon of oppression by the elite in a nation. 

Counterinsurgency can also be used as a tool to ensure that 

the popular will of a people is not perverted by the mili

tant strivings of a few. Counterinsurgency is like any 

weapon in the foreign-policy arsenal of a state. It can be 

used effectively to help channel the forces of change or it 

can prove to be the downfall of its employers. The United 

States should not preoccupy itself with the ideas of pre

venting revolutionary chamge. Leaders must realize and 

accept the fact that this is an age of revolution. 

The realization that there are different roads to 

freedom is essential to an understanding of contemporary 
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international politics. These roads to freedom may not 

always take the paths of majority rule and representative 

legislature. The roads taken by those seeking change or 

seeking freedom might as often go by way of revolution and 

dictatorship as by way of the legislative process. Today it 

appears that developing nations more often take the route of 

revolution than the route of legislation in determining their 

futures. It is the right of the peoples of these nations to 

do this. Nations cannot be prevented from determining their 

ov7n destinies. 

It should be the role of the United States to pro

vide constructive help and leadership to new nations. Such 

help should be directed tov7ard the overall improvement of the 

nation. The best prospect for accomplishing this goal appears 

to be the "self-help" proJect--help people to help themselves. 

This type of assistance gives to indigenous personnel train

ing, leadership, responsibilities, and preserves the essen

tial elements of dignity of the individual—a factor which 

is highly important to the leadership of the developing 

nations. 

It cannot be denied that revolution brings change. 

This change can be either for the betterment or for the 

worsening of conditions within the environment in vrhich it 

occurs. Politically, revolutions are inherently neither good 

nor bad; they are a vehicle for change. There are many type 

of vehicles for change, and violence cannot easily be dis

tilled out of potentially explosive situations. There is 

a 
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a possibility that revolution is the vehicle which best 

suits the environments created by the process of moderniza

tion. The United States must understand the vehicle of 

revolution and use this understanding in formulating its 

policies. 

One cannot hope to stop a broad, socially based revo

lution by shooting more people. There are as yet no adequate 

answers to the problems presented by internal V7ar. Perhaps 

the best attitude that the United States can adopt is that 

of watchful waiting. One must come to live with revolution 

in an age of many revolutions. 

Revolutions can run amuck. Because of its inherent 

nature, a popular revolt can be captured by elements V7hich 

have other than legitimate interests. If vital interests 

of the United States become Jeopardized in such a situation, 

then it becomes the responsibility of government to effect 

actions as necessary to eliminate or neutralize any threat 

presented. Great care must be exercised in such actions; 

a revolt cannot be branded as a dangerous threat because a 

few corrupt individuals are in the movement. A high level 

of expertise V7ill be required of American decision makers 

involved in handling such politically charged matters. 

One area that the United States should not overlook 

is the possibility of lessening the violence normally asso

ciated with revolution. This is not to say that all violence 

can be or necessarily should be elim.inated--only that blood-

baths v7ould appear to benefit no one. The preservation of 
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life and property would seem to make for more stability and 

less chaos after the violent stage of the revolt is com

pleted. Stability is vital if the revolution-born system 

is to survive, and any promotion of this stability would 

seem desirable. 

It would appear that the United States could best 

prevent the exploitation of revolutions from without and 

prevent any needless violence in revolutions by increasing 

support of such entities as the International Control Commis

sion and the United Nations Peace Keeping Force. Ensuring 

the efficient functioning of such organizations v7ould seem 

to be in the best interests of the United States. 

What then are the other optioiis V7hich are available 

to the Western nations and the United States in particular? 

The answer is that of the variety of options available, 

none of which appear to be very pleasing to the United States, 

The United States can elect either to preserve the 

status quo or to do nothing about the change that is going 

on about her. Either policy could prove fatal to the future 

of the United States as a world power. A preservation of 

the status quo has never been a lasting solutioii in inter

national politics, for change comes as surely as time passes. 

Isolation is equally as dangerous--one cannot hide from 

change if one desires to have any effect upon its outcome. 

Helping in the modernization process seems to be 

the alternative which entails the least amount of evil. In 

keeping with the idea of channelling inevitable change, it 
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V7ould appear beneficial to make a maximum effort tov7ard 

modernization of the underdeveloped. This development would 

be, on the V7hole, in the interest of the United States, if 

for no other reason than for the increased markets that 

would be created for U. S, goods, 

A unified, long-range, broad-based effort would be 

necessary in order to be successful in such undertakings. 

For instance, it would do little good to try to improve the 

health standards in a lesser-developed nation if the people 

thereby spared from disease would die of malnutrition because 

of a rapidly expanding population or a faulty agricultural 

system. 

Modernization, itself a double-edged sword, could 

hopefully serve to eliminate certain fuels that feed the 

revolutionary flame. Latent change already exists -within 

the lesser developed societies. This change has the capacity 

of being either peaceful or violent in nature. This idea of 

change must be accepted by those who desire to preserve the 

status quo, for if peaceful change is thwarted, violent change 

is bound to occur, A particu].ar way in which such peaceful 

change is being encouraged, which is supported by this thesis, 

1 
"Double-edged svjord" refers to modernization's 

innate capacity to be either beneficial or detrimental in 
nature. For example, if modernization allowed a nation to 
peacefully advance and to become a stable entity, such 
modernization would appear to be beneficial, Ho'.'ever, if 
modernization allowed a nation to build nuclear weapons, 
thereby increasing the problems of nuclear proliferation, 
then such modernization V7ould seem to be detrimental in 
nature, 
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is the United States government's environmental improvement 

program. 

Environmental improvement programs are designed to 

remove the causes or potential causes of popular discontent 

by providing a visable and understandable measure of eco

nomic, social, and political progress through planned national 

and comm.unity development to include civic action,^ Environ

mental improvement programs appear to be basic responses to 

the challenge of modernization with its inherent capacity for 

violence, A narrow element of such programs with which this 

author is most familiar is civic action. 

Civic action is ", . . any action performed by mili

tary forces of a country utilizing their military manpower 

and skills in cooperation with their counterpart civil 

agencies, authorities, or groups that are designed to improve 

the economic or social conditions of the country."3 

The purpose of civic action is to utilize the 

indigenous military forces of the nation in cooperation ŵ ith 

the civilian section of the population to make contributions 

to national development and to help bridge the gap which 

often exists between a government and the population as a 

4 V7hole, It v7ould appear that the more a governm.ent can close 

2 
Fundamentals of Cjounterj-n_sui'f"ency___̂ ^̂eratior:s (Foi*t 

Bragg, North Carolina: U", S,''Army Special Warfarre "School, 
1965), p. 9. 

3lbid,, p, 10, 

AĴ YJ:̂ ^QJLli?JlJ:kQô -̂ . f o r Counte r insurgency (VJashinc^ton, 
D, C : United S t a t e s Government "Fr in t ing ' Of f l e e , I 9 6 5 ) , p , I 3 , 
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the existing gap, and can gain the respect, loyalty, and 

support of the population, the less likelihood there will 

be of the emergence or continuation of insurgency. 

Civic action projects serve various purposes. The 

soldier involved in civic action projects learns responsi

bility toward the community and skills which will be useful 

when he returns to civilian life. Additionally, when soldiers 

are alloy7ed to v7ork closely with civilians, ideas are able to 

be exchanged and nev7 understandings are made possible. 

Military units possess talents V7hich can be suc

cessfully used in various types of civic action projects. 

Military units are often located in areas where other gov

ernmental agencies are not able to operate. The mdlitary 

has a command structure which allows plans to be made and 

carried out successfully. Military units norm̂ ally have 

sufficient support to accomplish their task and have m.odern 

equipment which is not available else77here. Finally, civic 

action projects provide good training for the military per-

sonnel--troops are able to put to practice any skills they 

might have learned. Engineer units can construct roads, 

bridges, drainage systems, buildings, and the like. Medical 

units could establish aid stations, improve treatment standards, 

in existing facilities, and improve preventive medicine stan

dards. Signal corps units could improve or establish lines 

of comm.unication within the country. The list could be end

less, but these fev7 examples show the great possibility which 

are presented for civic action projects. 
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The United States currently assists nations in their 

civic action projects by providing personnel through its 

system of Military Advisory Assistance Groups (MAAG), 

MAAG personnel can normally be found attached to most dip

lomatic missions maintained by the United States, The use 

of MLAAG'S in assisting civic action projects appears to be 

an example of a function which is designed to channelize 

the processes of change in directions most favorable to the 

United States, 

A broad-based m.odernization program is only one 

partial solution to the problems from which internal war 

springs. The V/estern world is partly responsible for the 

conditions which foster internal conflicts in the lesser-

developed areas and the West possesses the means to alle

viate these conditions, A responsibility v7ould thus seem 

to be placed upon the modernized nations of the Western 

world. 

The nature of useful war has changed since 1945. 

The v7orld has nuclear v7eapons, but these have seen actual 

use only t̂ 'ice. Because the results of strategic nuclear 

war would seemingly prove beneficial to no one, even the 

threat of it has lost som.e usefulness. The type of V7ar that 

is now useful, that is nov7 beneficial, that is now be inf

used, is the vrar of the insurgent. This type of V7ar pre

sents to the United States a challenge which demands response. 
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